
 

Lifeguard 

Hazon works to create healthier and more sustainable communities in the Jewish world and beyond. 

We’re the largest dedicated environmental organization in the American Jewish community. In 
aggregate we’re seeking to shift the nature of what it means to be Jewish in the 21st century – enabling 

and encouraging Jewish people to have an impact in the world and transforming Jewish life in the 

process. We are based in New York City and the Isabella Freedman Jewish Retreat Center in Falls Village, 

CT. We also have offices in Denver, Boulder, and Detroit. 

The lifeguard(s) are based in Falls Village, CT and will be needed from Memorial Day weekend to Labor 

Day weekend, summer of 2019.  

Responsibilities include 

 Perform Lifeguard duties at the pool. 

 Check and maintain First Aid/rescue equipment provided at pool. 

 Establish and maintain respectful relations with guests. 

 Familiarize phone and ensure its working at the start of each shift. 

 Enforce state mandated safety guidelines and pool rules as posted. 

 Maintain walkie talkie within reach. 

 Test pool water for chlorine and ph levels during your shift. Tests must be performed 3 times 

daily, morning, noon and evening. Record readings in pool log. 

 Ensure drinking water dispenser is full and cups are available. 

 Empty automatic skimmers daily and as needed. 

 Maintain furniture and pool area in a clean and safe manner. 

 Clean restrooms daily. This includes using provided cleaners, brushes, towels to clean toilets, 

urinals, sinks and showers. Sweep floors. All cleaning supplies will be kept in utility closet. 

 Resupply pool towels daily. 

 Inform operations supervisor of any needs for supplies or other pool related requests. 

Qualifications 

 Hold and maintain current certifications in Lifeguard, CPR, and First Aid 

 Experience (1-3 years) preferred 

How to Apply 

To apply, send resume and cover letter to jobs@hazon.org with “Lifeguard” in the subject line. 

Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis starting March 4, 2019.  

The rate is $13-$15.00 per hour.  

Hazon is strongly committed to equal employment opportunities for all individuals. Hazon will make all 

employment decisions for staff and applicants without unlawful discrimination as to race, creed, color, 
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national origin, gender identity and expression, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, 

alienage, citizenship or any other basis protected by law. This policy applies to all terms and conditions 

of employment including but not limited to recruiting, hiring, compensation, training and development, 

benefits, promotion, demotion transfer, discipline or termination. All Hazon staff, regardless of position, 

are expected to maintain and live up to the true meaning of nondiscrimination. 


